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Less than $100K to invest? 
Your ready-made starter portfolio

introduction
Intelligent Investor Share Advisor’s model Growth and Income portfolios have been 

happily compounding money since 2001 at 9.8% and 13.6% per annum respectively—as at  
31 May 2013. They’ve been great for long-term members that have followed along, which 
are, after all, their reason for being.

But what if you’re new to the Intelligent Investor? How do you approach building a 
portfolio, especially as many of the stocks in the model portfolios have appreciated and 
now sport Hold recommendations?

There are two ways, one for the patient, the other for the less so. Let’s deal with the 
patient option first. If you bide your time and follow the new additions to the existing model 
portfolios, based on our buy recommendations, as mature positions are sold and new ones 
added, over time your portfolio will come to resemble the model portfolio of your choice.

Realistically, that could take years, which is why we’ve written this report. Over the 
following pages we’ll present two different portfolios full of stocks and associated portfolio 
limits, that we’re comfortable buying now.

general themes
Please note, though, that we won’t be actively updating these portfolios. Their value 

is instructive: to highlight the practicalities of putting together a share portfolio and doing 
so in today’s environment with its attendant risks and available stocks. It’s fair to say that 
there aren’t bargains aplenty, although there are sufficient reliable, fairly priced stocks from 
which to build a diversified portfolio.

The first is a $50,000 ‘ambitious growth’ portfolio: For someone who could afford to lose 
a fair proportion of their investment but is prepared to do so because they hope to grow their 
capital at double-digit rates over the long term, and has time to recover from any setbacks. 

The second is a $100,000 ‘nest egg’ portfolio. Here, risk management is more of a 
focus than potential returns. We’ll explain our thinking around each portfolio, and the 
individual stock selections, so you can see how the various factors such as risk management, 
diversification, allocation to cash and stock selection combine to complete the whole.

Before moving on to the portfolios themselves, let’s examine a few general principles 
and pointers. No matter what size portfolio you’re putting together, it should be underpinned 
by a few unchanging tenets. The first is diversification. 

The cliché is right: putting all of your eggs in one basket is not the way to go. Even the 
most experienced investors with very concentrated portfolios usually have a spread of at 
least seven or eight stocks.

For mere mortals like us, at least 14 or 15 is more appropriate, depending on the nature 
of the individual stocks and your tolerance for ups and downs (well, mostly the downs—we 
all usually handle the ‘ups’ just fine).

If you’re starting from scratch, another key is not to put all of your money to work at 
once. If you do, you risk investing at a market peak and missing more attractive prices in 
the future. Better to stagger your entry over 6–12 months or more.

If you’re literally building a portfolio from the ground up today, the two portfolios 
presented in this report are therefore probably over-invested. Both have an allocation to cash 
but replicating them exactly would expose you to the risk of having put too much into the 
market at what may be an inopportune time. That’s particularly true of the $50,000 portfolio.

One practical solution would be to split your purchases of the larger positions into two 
parcels. It’s preferable but probably not cost-effective to do the same with the smaller 
investments due to the cost of brokerage.

Understanding your own financial and psychological tolerances for risk is another 
fundamental principle. If you’re the kind of person to get disillusioned and sell out if your 
portfolio temporarily fell by 30%, then you should definitely avoid the $50,000 portfolio in 
this report. In fact, you might reconsider whether sharemarket investing is really for you at all. 
That’s because it’s crucial to be able to ride out the market’s occasional savage downturns, 
from both a financial and psychological standpoint.

 No matter what size 
portfolio you’re putting 
together, it should be 
underpinned by a few 
unchanging tenets. 

http://shares.intelligentinvestor.com.au/portfolios/growth/
http://shares.intelligentinvestor.com.au/portfolios/income/
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Actually, it’s preferable if you have the stomach to buy more shares in a downturn. And 
while we’d be surprised if the $100,000 portfolio in this report fell by more than 50% over 
the coming years, we couldn’t rule it out completely.

Moving from the timeless to the timely, let’s turn to the risks that we face as investors 
in mid-2013. Recent media reports have focused on a falling Aussie dollar, falling Australian 
property prices, the delay or cancellation of billions of dollars of mining investment and 
slower economic growth in China.

Those are on our risk radar. Indeed, accompanying this special report is another that 
deals with them specifically and covers four stocks to profit from a falling Aussie dollar. 
But items not currently in the media should make an appearance, too. In fact, they should 
probably garner more of your attention because the well-publicised risks are more likely 
to already be factored into current prices. 

the $50,000 portfolio
Let’s start with the racier $50,000 portfolio. It’s designed for somebody who could 

replace the capital relatively easily if it were lost: within, say, two or three years. This might 
be the portfolio of a high-earning executive under the age of 45, for example. 

The portfolio would suit somebody looking to grow their wealth; that’s happy to take 
bets that may not pay off as long as the odds are in their favour. The aim is to achieve 
double digit annual returns over the long haul (more than five years) which is likely to 
involve a combination of one or two loss-making years, one or two years of single-digit 
returns and, hopefully a stellar year (or two). 

The emphasis is on ‘opportunity’ rather than risk. And its 7% weighting to cash means 
we’re relying heavily on returns from these starting positions because we’ll only have a 
couple of shots in the locker to add new stocks or buy more of existing stocks if their prices 
become more attractive (or an appealing capital raising comes along).

With that risk profile in mind, here’s the portfolio’s composition, shown in Table 1. We’ve 
discussed the individual stocks on page 6.

table 1: the $50,000 portfolio
stock  $ % curreNt curreNt 
(asX code)  iNvestmeNt WeightiNg recommeNdatioN grossed-up yield

computershare (cpu) 4,000 8% Buy 3.2

WoolWorths (WoW) 4,000 8% Buy 5.8

asX (asX) 3,500 7% Buy 7.6

sydNey airport (syd) 3,500 7% Buy 6.3

origiN eNergy (org) 3,500 7% Buy 5.7

resmed (rmd) 3,500 7% Buy 1.1

amalgamated holdiNgs (ahd) 3,500 7% Buy 7.0

ale property group (lep) 3,000 6% Buy 6.3

carsales.com (crZ) 3,000 6% Buy 3.5

spark iNfrastructure (ski) 3,000 6% Buy 6.3

saNtos (sto) 2,500 5% Buy 2.4

abacus property (abp) 2,000 4% Buy 7.3

fkp (fkp) 1,000 2% Speculative Buy 0.1

alumiNa (aWc) 1,000 2% Speculative Buy n/a

tap oil (tap) 1,000 2% Speculative Buy n/a

aWe (aWe) 1,000 2% Speculative Buy n/a

aNtares eNergy (aZZ) 1,000 2% Speculative Buy n/a

gold stock basket    

silver lake (slr) 1,000 2% Speculative Buy n/a

troy resources (try) 500 1% Hold n/a

NortherN star resources (Nst) 500 1% Hold n/a

kiNgsrose miNiNg (krm) 500 1% Speculative Buy n/a

cash 3,500 7%  

total 50,000  100%  

 The aim is to achieve 
double digit annual returns 
over the long haul (more than 
five years).
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the $100,000 portfolio 
While the list of stocks has plenty of crossover with the $50,000 portfolio, there are 

three key differences.
First, the focus is different. Gone are more the speculative investments, and in their 

place are more concentrated investments higher up the quality curve. 
Second, this portfolio includes a 12% weighting to listed investment companies focused 

on international stocks, which adds a good deal of diversification not present in the $50,000 
portfolio. These stocks have received a boost lately from a falling dollar and, if that trend 
continues, should be further bolstered (unless the fall in the currency is accompanied by 
a global bear market in shares). 

Finally, at 15% the portfolio has a higher weighting to cash. This serves a dual purpose. 
It’s defensive because it offers protection against any market falls but also offensive because 
it sets us up to add new stocks or increase existing positions should they become even 
more attractive. We’d all like to think that stocks only rise after we’ve bought in but that’s 
not the case. So it often pays to leave some powder dry to buy more of any stocks that 
become more attractive.

We feel comfortable with this level of cash in a new portfolio because it strikes a good 
balance between benefitting from successful individual investments and offering protection 
and flexibility in the event of market falls. Table 2 shows the full portfolio listing.

table 2: the $100,000 portfolio
stock  $ % curreNt curreNt 
(asX code)  iNvestmeNt WeightiNg recommeNdatioN grossed-up yield

computershare (cpu) 7,500 7.5% Buy 3.2

WoolWorths (WoW) 7,500 7.5% Buy 5.8

sydNey airport (syd) 7,000 7% Buy 6.3

asX (asX) 7,000 7% Buy 7.6

ale property group (lep) 7,000 7% Buy 6.3

amalgamated holdiNgs (ahd) 6,000 6% Buy 7

spark iNfrastructure (ski) 6,000 6% Buy 6.3

platiNum capital (pmc) 6,000 6% n/a 1.4

templetoN global groWth (tgg) 6,000 6% n/a 1.4

origiN eNergy (org) 5,500 5.5% Buy 5.7

resmed (rmd) 5,500 5.5% Buy 1.1

saNtos (sto) 5,000 5% Buy 2.4

abacus property (abp) 5,000 5% Buy 7.3

carsales.com (crZ) 4,000 4% Buy 3.5

cash 15,000 15%   

total 100,000  100%  

 We’d all like to think 
that stocks only rise after we’ve 
bought in but that’s not the case.
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stock selection discussion
Computershare and Woolworths sit at the top of the list of both portfolios. Each is a 

high quality blue chip but they offer different features to the respective portfolios.
Woolies should be a steady earner, churning out modestly higher dividends and some 

capital growth over a five year timeframe with few, if any, nasty surprises (we hope!). 
Computershare, being internationally focussed, offers higher risk but also higher potential 
returns. Other things being equal, Computershare should benefit from a lower Australian 
dollar—one of the key risks in our framework on page 7.

Origin energy is another important stock for both portfolios. It offers good value and has a 
different risk profile to Woolies or Computershare. It would benefit from higher energy prices, 
for instance, where Woolies might suffer. Origin’s risks are much more ‘micro’ (related to its own 
industry and operations) than macro, which adds a different facet to the portfolios’ risk profiles.

ResMed has every chance of growing even if economic conditions and financial markets 
turn down. Like Origin Energy, its risks are more company and industry-specific.

Sydney Airport and Amalgamated Holdings are more tied to the local economy. Both 
should offer decent dividends if business continues as usual but are quite vulnerable to a 
local economic downturn, terrorist incident or pandemic.

Carsales.com is next on the list. The company is enjoying a powerful tailwind as 
classified ads for vehicles continue to move from newspapers to websites, a clearly superior 
medium. The business would be hurt by falling consumer confidence domestically but 
not mortally wounded. 

Like Origin Energy and ResMed, the risks with Carsales.com are less about broad 
economic themes and more company-specific. The plausible worst case would be some 
kind of effective new competition, perhaps from the likes of Google or Facebook.

Santos has transformed itself from a staid old blue chip producer to a more diversified 
energy stock with upside from its two colossal LNG projects and exploration in Vietnam. 
Its size and diversity make it safer than the other energy tiddlers in the portfolio, which is 
why it sports a higher weighting.

Our property exposure comes through Abacus in the $100,000 portfolio and adds 
the more speculative FKP in the $50,000 portfolio. These are hardly household names 
like Westfield or Stockland but with investors herding into the sector over the past 18 
months, good value is not easy to find.

Let’s turn now to the racier inclusions in $50,000 portfolio.
Alumina owns a 40% stake in the world’s largest supplier of bauxite and Alumina, 

offering us turbo-charged exposure to general global economic conditions. It’ll juice up 
our returns nicely if things pick up from here and will hurt us if they don’t. But with a 2% 
portfolio weighting, we’ll have the capacity to add more if the opportunity presents itself.

AWe, Tap Oil and Antares energy are three riskier energy plays. At this end of the 
market, it’s safer to take a ‘basket’ approach: buying several stocks in the one sector. That’s 
because the fatality rate is high with such stocks. 

We’ve also taken a ‘basket’ approach with the gold stocks: four investments with a 
heavier weighting to the one we think offers the best value, Silver Lake Resource. 

Kingsrose Mining, Northern Star Resources and Troy Resources have, along with the 
rest of the sector, been punished as the gold price has fallen. Yet each retains attractions 
that make them interesting speculations.

northern Star continues to uncover spectacular grade ore in its Western Australian 
projects. A short mine life reflects the nature of the orebody and management decisions 
rather than resource limits. With low costs, no debt and a commitment to pay dividends, 
Northern Star should comfortably outlast today’s low gold price and provide some spice 
should it recover.

Troy Resources has a long and enviable track record as a quality miner. With low costs 
and a strong balance sheet, profits should still be made and dividends paid. 

The two other stocks that appear exclusively in the $100,000 portfolio are  
Platinum Capital and Templeton Global Growth Fund, both listed investment companies 
with global portfolios. With each owning around 100 stocks across more than a dozen 
countries, these investment companies add instant diversity in terms of both currencies 
and investments.

For more information on these stocks, please visit the Share Advisor website for the 
latest reviews and recommendations.

 We’ve also taken a 
‘basket’ approach with the gold 
stocks: four investments with 
a heavier weighting to the one 
we think offers the best value.

http://shares.intelligentinvestor.com.au
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Notable omissions
Casting our eye over these two portfolios, we’re comfortable that each strikes an appropriate 

balance between value and diversity. Yet neither portfolio could be described as typical.
For starters, only three of Australia’s 20 largest stocks are included (Woolworths, Origin 

energy and Santos). Not a single bank or insurance company makes an appearance. 
Neither does BHP Billiton or Rio Tinto. And, in an almost sacrilegious move, we’ve left 
out Telstra. You’ll also notice an absence of media and healthcare stocks, too.

The rationale for excluding stocks that would find a place in more conventional—and, 
we would argue, less well constructed—portfolios relates to the long term worth of these 
stocks compared to the price we have to pay to access it.

In essence, it’s simply a question of value. We would never add an overpriced stock to 
the portfolio in the name of diversification: we’d rather hold cash than pay more than 100 
cents for $1 of value, which is what buying an overpriced stock amounts to.

But these portfolios do not suffer from the absence of some of these household 
names. The collection of investments we’ve put together offers an effective amount of 
diversification when combined with the reasonable cash holdings included in each portfolio.

The cash holdings are particularly important because they’re the key to even greater 
future returns. As new buying opportunities emerge, we’ll be able to lock in attractive 
purchases that add to the diversification of these portfolios. So, while your cash may be 
earning a meagre return, that’s not where its real value lies. Cash comes into its own when 
stock prices are cheap and no one else is buying. That’s the reason for it.

assessing portfolio risk factors
Let’s just imagine for a moment the factors that pose a threat to the performance of 

these portfolios. The list is long and includes an outbreak of inflation, a breakup of the 
European currency union, another wave of global financial panic (the problems that caused 

 We’re comfortable 
that each portfolio strikes an 
appropriate balance between 
value and diversity.

positive    Negative    Neutral    uNkNoWN 

table 1: portfolio risk matriX
  much  loWer aussie iNflatioN sigNificaNt baNkiNg euro terrorism paNdemic Natural commod. 
 loWer aussie recessioN outbreak sloWdoWN crisis breakup   disaster price 
 aussie  house   iN chiNa      fall 
 dollar  prices        

 stocks iN both portfolios

computershare (cpu)             ? ?   ?

WoolWorths (WoW)               ?   ?

sydNey airport (syd)                   ?

origiN eNergy (org)                  ?

resmed (rmd)             ?      

amalgamated holdiNgs (ahd)                   ?

carsales.com (crZ)                    

saNtos (sto)                   ?

abacus property (abp)                   ?

 stocks iN 100k portfolio oNly

fkp (fkp)                    ?

alumiNa (aWc)                   ?

tap oil (tap)                   ?

aWe (aWe)                   ?

aNtares eNergy (aZZ)                   ?

kiNgsrose miNiNg (krm)                   ?

silver lake resources (slr)                   ?

troy resources (try)                   ?

NortherN star resources (Nst)                   ?

platiNum capital (pmc)                    

templetoN global groWth (tgg)         
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the system to jam up a few years ago have not gone away), significant natural disasters, 
terrorism and the outbreak of a global (or local) pandemic.

Each of these risks takes many forms so assessing their impact involves a good deal 
of guesswork. But better to make an educated guess before such events happen than to 
be caught unaware after the fact.

In this report we’ve employed a portfolio risk framework used by our colleagues at 
Intelligent Investor Funds Management. It’s a simple but effective tool that provides a 
‘helicopter view’ of which risks a portfolio might be most vulnerable to.

The framework, shown in Table 1 lists the stocks in the portfolio on the vertical axis and 
specific risks on the horizontal axis. Each corresponding stock/risk combination is colour 
coded as a positive (green), negative (red), neutral (blue) or unknown (question mark). 

In this way, a concentration of red on the risk framework might alert you at a glance if 
the portfolio would be overly threatened by any one risk factor.

Some of these risks are more likely than others. And each of us has different views on 
the likelihood of such risks occurring. That being the case, you might adjust some of the 
portfolio selections or weightings to suit your own concerns and convictions.

final words
Both of these portfolios, although a little different in structure, adhere to the simple 

rules of intelligent portfolio management.
They offer diversification not just across different industry sectors—the typical, and 

in our view, limited interpretation of diversification—but also geographically, and in their 
exposure to different risks. That should make them more stable and resilient.

The inclusion of stocks like Computershare, ResMed, Santos, the basket of gold 
companies and Templeton Global Growth, also sets up your portfolio to profit from one 
of the major opportunities we’ve been highlighting for the past two years—a falling Aussie 
dollar. Whilst we’ve urged members to look at overseas opportunities, these stocks allow 
you to benefit from a lower local currency without having to invest offshore.

The potential growth in the portfolio does not come at the expense of income or by 
taking on excessive risk, either. Both portfolios have a nice spread of stocks offering grossed 
up yields much greater than that available from term deposits.

The cash component also embeds an agility that will allow you to take advantage of 
falling prices. As ever, the price one pays is the primary determinant of future returns and 
buying cheaply remains the best way to secure exceptional long-term performance. Having 
cash on hand to act quickly offers you that ability.

The omission from the portfolios of the major banks, insurance companies and stalwarts 
like Telstra is an extension of this approach. Paying a price above intrinsic value simply to 
achieve conventional diversification is something to be avoided, especially when we can 
achieve adequate diversification in other stocks without having to over-pay. Both portfolios 
do this nicely.

Lastly, we should make the point that the $100,000 portfolio is less aggressive than the 
$50,000 portfolio even though it has seven fewer stocks. That’s because the $100,000 
portfolio contains businesses of a higher overall quality.

The $50,000 portfolio has a 15% allocation to speculative stocks, making it a higher 
risk/higher return proposition. When investing in speculative stocks, it’s always smart to 
diversify as much as possible, provided it doesn’t lower your prospective returns too much 
(as it doesn’t in this case). This is the portfolio for people who have the time and income 
to recover from setbacks.

Gone from the $100,000 portfolio are the speculative investments. This is for the risk-
averse, income-focussed investor who places a stronger emphasis on capital preservation 
but seeks some growth without taking excessive risks.

Whilst we won’t be formally managing these portfolios in the same way as we do our 
income and growth selections, over the coming months and years we will return to them 
to see how they’re progressing. Keep an eye out for the updates.

 The potential growth 
in the portfolio does not come 
at the expense of income or by 
taking on excessive risk, either.
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